
Year 12 Summer Transition Work

Summer Transition Work

In order to hit the ground running in September we would like you to be familiar with the context of

the Tudors in order to have a good understanding of the world in which this topic is set and so you

will have a video and an academic text for to look at for this topic.There is also further extended

reading that is open to students who wish to read further academic texts on the topic.

1C Tudor England 1485-1603 Summer Work

1. The War of the Roses was a battle between two of England’s most powerful households for

control of England’s throne. The result of this conflict was the creation of the Tudor dynasty.

Your first task will be a research task where you research what the War of the Roses was and

why it was important, this does not need to be a thorough search as much of it will be

covered in later tasks. The research information can be found here. You need to answer all

the questions at the end of the text. (30 Minutes)

2. The next stage of your research will involve watching the ‘War of the Roses’ documentary

below. You will get a fuller understanding of the importance of the War of the Roses and why

the Tudors were able to develop from this. You will need to make Cornell notes on this video

clip. (1 Hour)

3. At this stage you should have a good understanding of what the War of the Roses was and

why it led to the creation of the Tudor dynasty. Next you will read the academic text that you

were given in order to have a developed understanding of the period. (1 Hour)

Total time spent (2.5 Hours)

Cornell Notes Taking - Guide to note taking

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ErSjc1PEGKE

Research Notes:

The Wars of the Roses :

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bJS4g8tN5d9Iz7s1w_2m8VMqAGkbEiYg/view?usp=sharing

Video

The Wars of the Roses: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KdbvCtmmvAI

Reading:

The Wars of The Roses:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/177i3FQybNNhmpepSWZ4iH5NMfhOqpTVM/view?usp=sharing

Additional Text (Optional):

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NShccxkhTXlg3lqiB70ssTOTM1G1y7Rz/view?usp=sharing

What do I need for the first lesson?

● Completed Summer Work

● Ring A4 Lever Arch Ring binder with dividers– Separate to your Russia Folder

● Writing equipment
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